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Abstract—This article is focused on areas around runway and their dimensions for safety reason of air accidents and incidents. There is proposed new calculation of these dimensions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first few months of the year 2015 were witness to several aircraft accidents occurring during landing. Worth mentioning are the two March accidents: Turkish Airlines flight TK762 veered-off runway at Kathmandu-Tribhuvan Airport and Delta Airlines veered-off runway at New York – La Guardia airport. Furthermore, statistics from Boeing show that between years 1959 and 2012 34% of all fatal accidents happened during take-off and landing [1]. On top of that, 41% of fatal accidents happen during Final approach and landing phase alone. This article aims to address only those events, which take place in vicinity of runway (RWY) during take-off and landing.

The knowledge of areas (and their dimensions) around runways, where an aircraft might come to a stop in case of landing undershoot or runway excursion, is highly important for airports’ infrastructure growth and emergency planning. This article presents the mathematical model for these areas and their proposed general dimensions based on historical data and operation experience. Several scenarios were used: Landing and Take-off overrun, Landing and Take-off veer-off and Landing undershoot.

II. SCENARIOS

The most common accidents during take-off are take-off overrun and veer-off. For landing it is landing overrun, veer-off and undershoot. The crucial factor is to determine how the final position of an airplane would be measured – from what point to what point. This position is defined by two distances. The “x” distance is the distance of nose wheels from the end of TODR/LDR (Take-off Distance Required/Landing Distance Required) or from the end of RWY (whichever is greater). The second one is distance “y” of airplane’s nose wheel from RWY’s centerline (extended centerline) or from the runway edge (veer-off cases).

- Landing overrun
- Take-off overrun
- Landing veer-off
- Take-off veer-off
- Landing undershoot

It is obvious that there are many factors influencing the distance an airplane travels in case of mentioned scenarios. These factors include: airplane’s velocity, mass, configuration of landing gear, but also characteristics of Runway Strip and Runway End Safety Area (RESA). However, covering these factors would require determining areas’ dimensions separately for each airplane and runway and their characteristics. Therefore it would be impossible to define general dimensions of areas around runways which were the subject of the study.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Mathematical model is needed to define dimensions of areas around a runway, where an airplane would come to final stop in case of any of the above mentioned five scenarios happening. Data from ACRP Report 50 [2] were utilized. It contains a database of accidents and incidents sorted out according to the five scenarios. Data indicate that probability of exceeding certain distance from a runway (end, centerline, edge) decreases as this distance increases. The result is that the probability distribution is exponential. Wong, Pitfield, Caves and Appleyard came to this conclusion before in their study [3].

Probability density function of this distribution is:
Modified formula that allows accurate determination of probability is used. The probability that the distance travelled in “x” direction will be greater than any given "x" is:

\[ f(x) = \begin{cases} 0, & x < 0 \\ a e^{-ax^2}, & x \geq 0 \end{cases} \]  

(1)

The probability that the distance travelled in “y” direction will be greater than any given “y” is:

\[ P(\text{Location} > y) = e^{-by^m} \]  

(2)

where a, n are coefficients.

The probability that the distance travelled in “y” direction will be greater than any given “y” is:

\[ P(\text{Location} > y) = e^{-by^m} \]  

(3)

where b, m are coefficients.

It is necessary to appoint feet instead of meters into these two formulas.

The values of the coefficients were adopted from a study Modelling the location and Consequences of aircraft accidents [4], which identified 1,414 incidents and accidents from a database of more than 260,000 aviation incidents and accidents and therefore can be considered very accurate. The database also showed that most of the events (83%) happen during landing.

IV. CORRECTION OF DIMENSIONS OF SAFETY AREAS FOR THE REMAINING RUNWAY LENGTH

Each plane has different operating characteristics and other airport infrastructure needs. Two of them are Take-off Distance Requirement (TODR) and Landing Distance Requirement (LDR) already mentioned above. If an airport has a runway longer than TODR and (or) LDR, then it can be argued that the aircraft has longer safety area (LSA) remaining than just RWY Strip and RESA. And that is for such a length, what is the length of the unused runway during takeoff or landing: LSA = unused RWY + RWY Strip + RESA. This idea was already addressed in Kirkland et al. [5] and Valdes et al. [6].

It is necessary to mention that international standards (ICAO Annex 14 [7]) address areas around runways related to the five scenarios. They are the Runway Strip and Runway End Safety Area (RESA). Operational experience and statistical data show that the probability of an airplane stopping within the ICAO defined areas is approximately 55%. Therefore the study chose such dimensions that would make the probability 95%. For different scenarios, the size of proposed areas is not the same, therefore the one putting the greatest dimensional requirements was chosen: Take-off overrun area. Figure 1 shows the Runway Strip and RESA together with proposed layout and dimensions of the Take-off overrun area, which aims to increase the protection of airplanes, protect airport infrastructure and provide a basis for airport/city/regional planning.

![Figure 1. Runway, Runway strip and RESA + take-off overrun area](image)

V. OUTCOMES

Probability of 0.95 was chosen to define the proposed dimensions of areas surrounding a runway. This means that 95% of aircraft, which realize one of the above mentioned five scenarios, would stop inside these areas. 95% is high enough probability for emergency and infrastructure growth planning and the remaining 5% is for extreme cases. As an example, in Table 2 are shown dimensions for overrun events: Take-off and Landing overrun. Take-off overrun poses greatest dimension requirements and Landing overrun is one of the most common scenarios. Using the coefficients from Table 1, areas' dimensions are following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Distance &quot;x&quot;:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landing overrun</td>
<td>x = 315.8 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off overrun</td>
<td>x = 507.2 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Distance &quot;y&quot; from RWY centerline:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landing overrun</td>
<td>y = 72.2 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off overrun</td>
<td>y = 191.0 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For better illustration of use of this paper in the real world environment, the runway at Brno Airport was chosen as an example. Boeing 737-800 and Airbus A320 represent the most common equipment used by airlines that operate at this airport,
therefore they are utilized in this example. The RWY 09/27 has a length of 2,650 meters and as can be seen in Table 3, both aircraft would use majority of the runway for a take-off at Maximum Take-off Weight (MTOW). The TODRSL stands for Take-off Distance Required at Sea Level and TODR stands for Take-off Distance Required at the airport altitude of 237 meters. The formula used to calculate TODR [9] is:

\[
TODR = TODR_{SL} + \left( \text{altitude} \times \frac{0.07}{300} \right) \times TODR_{SL}
\]

(4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TODR_{SL} [m]</th>
<th>TODR [m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boeing 737-800</td>
<td>2307</td>
<td>2435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbus A320</td>
<td>2090</td>
<td>2206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Take-off overrun scenario with the greatest dimensional requirements was used. The following figure (Figure 2) demonstrate the layout of Take-off overrun areas at both runway ends at Brno Airport. Areas for both aircraft begin on the runway, because neither of them uses the whole length of the runway for Take-off at MTOW.

VI. CONCLUSION

Emergency, airport infrastructure expansion and city/regional planning require determining areas in vicinity of runways that are exposed to increased risk of accident. In regard to experience, ICAO standards can be considered satisfactory for current situation, but in the scope of airport expansion it is desirable to consider larger safety areas than only those defined by regulations.

This article offers general size of safety areas around RWY for possible future needs based on operational data.
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